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Do you know how you'll feed your family when there are no more supermarkets? Imagine a world

without electricity or a convenient food supply. Grocery stores would be full of rotten vegetables and

fruit. Farmers would be unable to ship their produce to your area. In fact, most food stores have

about three days' worth of products. That supply could be gone very quickly. How would you keep

everyone healthy and fed? Never worry about starving again! No matter what happens from here on

out, you will always be able to grow your own food. Also, you'll discover: The amazing benefits of

seed-saving Tricks for doubling your harvest this year How to preserve all that fresh produce so

you'll eat all winter long And much more!
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After reading this book, I feel ready for anything that happens. It's very interesting how something as

simple as gardening can save lives when things go south. This book gives wonderful tips to prepare

for when supermarkets are no longer available. It covers a range of topics from seed saving, to

starting/prepping your garden to grow food for survival, to keeping water and things that you should

have on hand. There are tips for what type of land to look for and what do if the land/space you

have is not sufficient. There are also interesting ways on how to preserve the food that you harvest

from your garden. The recipes that are included in this book looks really yummy.



I had never thought that gardenin could save my family's life before reading this book , not only for

food but growing herbs for medicine. This book gives great advice for planting in different areas

including those that are not ideal for growing plants, It also gives information on food storage and

water collecting. I really feel that I am better prepared now should I ever need to provide for my

family.

This is a great Little-as in short-guide book. There are a plethora of ideas, some of which the

average person may not have thought of. Along with the usual idea of having a home stocked with

food, many interesting avenues are opened. A fast and enjoyable read, and a good resource guide

to have on hand. I recommend this as must- have reading for anyone who will ever have a garden,

and is looking to be greener, and far more thrifty.

Gardening is a job that will always please me. And I found this book really helpful for and

informative about gardening. The author very precisely describes every single step of farming in a

houseyard, like how to make the soil, how to fertilize, how to plant, how to weed and what not. The

book shows how easy farming is and you will be encouraged to do farming.

Not so detailed that your eyes cross and you fall asleep, but enough detail to get you started and

interested. A must read if you even consider that a natural disaster could take out the grid for a

month or two. Also a great read for those that love to camp. This is a great way to prepare for an all

natural camping trip, and at the same time learn how to really survive the elements

Thank you for combining many food storage options for survival. Living on a small farm and growing

many of my vegetables to supplement our family needs, storage is an issue. When the power fails it

is always great to open something I canned or pickled to make a meal. Using heirloom seeds gives

us many years of production.

The details and helpful hints of gardening were accurately discussed. From how to grow food to

trading and selling the food. It's a great book for any gardener and survivalist.

Did not give as detailed information as i was expecting it to give. But for someone just beginning to

prep for the unexpected to come it is a good beginners guide.
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